Introduction
Cognitive control is essential for flexible, context-sensitive planning and decision-making. Recent studies have shown that striatal dopamine (DA) signaling can alternatively promote cognitive control, boosting accuracy and speeding reaction times, and undermine it, yielding impulsivity. Here, we review evidence for these opposing effects and propose a novel hypothesis to explain why DA sometimes promotes and sometimes undermines cognitive control, in terms of cortico-striatal action selection mechanisms and biases.
DA offsets effort costs, promoting control
Although cognitive control is necessary for flexible, adaptive functioning, it is also subjectively costly [1,2
,3], causing demand avoidance [4] and reward discounting [5, 6] . Control is thought to be recruited in proportion to potential benefits less effort costs [7] . The nature of subjective effort costs is yet unresolved: they may reflect mechanisms to reduce cross-talk interference among multiplexed control signals, or opportunity costs incurred by resource allocation [2 ] . Nevertheless, the consequences are real: higher subjective costs erode control under fatigue [8] , and in advanced cognitive aging [5] . Deficient motivation may also partly account for cognitive deficits in schizophrenia [9] [10] [11] [12] and disorders including depression and ADHD [1].
Incentives, conversely, promote cognitive control [3] , and these effects are likely mediated, in part, by dopamine (DA) signaling in the striatum [13] . Phasic DA signals train cortico-striatal synapses to gate cognitive actions, such as working memory updating and task-set selection, according to their relative reward and punishment histories, by modulating synaptic plasticity in direct and indirect pathways, respectively [14, 15 ]. Extracellular DA can also convey momentary motivation, biasing high-benefit, high-cost actions over low-benefit, low-cost actions during action selection [15 ,16-20,21 ]. Momentary, DA-mediated motivational signaling explains both why incentives boost apparent control for speed, accuracy, and distractor resistance in a saccade task, and also why these incentive effects are attenuated in Parkinson's disease [22 ] .
Importantly, striatal DA dynamics during goal-directed behavior suggest that they are well-suited to convey an evolving willingness to work over extended intervals that cognitive control requires [21 ,23] . Key features include protracted ramps during goal approach which adapt to unanticipated state transitions, encode temporally discounted rewards, and predict action likelihood [21 ,24] . Computational theory has highlighted the influence of costs in arbitrating between cheap and efficient 'model-free' (MF) action selection, and precise but costly 'model-based' (MB) planning over complex stateaction-outcome transitions [25] [26] [27] . Evolving striatal DA dynamics may thus be important for conveying the expected values of costly MB processes. Indeed, decision-makers rely more on MB over MF control when the 
